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 The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger Game of the Year Edition is a tough nut to crack. It's a return to the story and setting of Stephen King's magnum opus of terror and one of gaming's greatest epics. You play as Roland Deschain, a gunslinger in the darkest, most fearsome of all his many worlds. In an America on the brink of anarchy, the once-tranquil heart of the nation is being torn apart by violence,
civil unrest and the nefarious machinations of a bizarre alliance between radical politicians and America's most powerful military forces. Feeling somehow familiar in his role as the most powerful defender of Western civilization, Roland must face the forces aligned against him in the form of a powerful corporation and a seething, multinational conspiracy. But the story has only just begun. New

scenarios, characters, puzzles and mind-bending action await players as they meet new allies and battle new enemies along the way. All in a bid to stop an evil force from swallowing the core of America and dragging the world into a new global war. Key Features The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger Game of the Year Edition will introduce new scenarios, characters, puzzles and a brand new gameplay
system that allows players to fight enemies using a mixture of weapons and skills. Stephen King's Magnum Opus: The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger Game of the Year Edition picks up where the original game left off, 16 years after Roland and his trusty companion Susannah have been forced to flee from a band of rogue gunslingers and faced their greatest challenge yet. New Enemies: Nine new

enemies have been introduced to the game, with a range of distinct and varied gameplay styles and tactics. Each of these enemies will have special strengths and weaknesses that will be an important part of a player's strategy in certain situations. New Weapons and Gear: A host of new weapons have been added to the game that will enable players to have more tactical options when they face a foe or
perform a crucial move in battle. One of the more interesting new additions is Roland's trusty drum-bag that not only has the ability to replenish Roland's inventory with a number of items, but that can also be used to detect traps in the environment. New Puzzles: Two new puzzles have been added to the game that will present players with a challenge to explore and master. The first, an ancient artefact
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